ndexing languages are a key piece in the information management systems. These languages avoid the ambiguities of natural language using subsets of term called controlled vocabulary. The application of these languages supports the fair identification of main elements in the text. Also, they have a historical path, but digital media in heterogeneous environments multiply viewpoints and goals of final users when retrieving documents. This phenomenon entitles synchrony problems between the information analysis and the user expectative. As a solution in diverse digital environments, a tendency rejecting the application of controlled vocabularies in document descriptions appears. Moreover, new controlled languages demand for a place in the Web. In the following section, a historical evolution of indexing languages is showed, and after that the use of them in indexing description. Finally a reflection is done regarding its adaptation into the digital environment.
Categorization of Concepts in Symbolic Structures
Retrieval methods always support the task of finding a document in the stored documents. It happens with books, articles and web pages. In order to improve the information retrieval, the task of analyzing papers is needed; this process goes over two phases: analysis and synthesis of results.
During the analysis process, symbolic structures are identified in the semantic categories. At this point, Aristotle becomes a Moreover, Kant proposes the pure concepts of understanding. Kant categorizes theses pure concept into four groups that are shown in Table 1 .
Beyond substantive ideas, Porphyry (Plotinus's disciple) has the merit of having arranged the first semantic network by distributing universal predicates as a tree 1 , showing graphically the relations between concepts regarding their genus, subtype and difference (Sowa, 2000; Moreiro, 2006) . By these means, the existence of a hierarchic order between Aristotle categories is fixed, where genus is occupied by substance or composed by, descending in the scale in the order provided by Genus and Species. This order has arrived to us as a conceptual structure of taxonomies and thesauri, containing the source of the hierarchic disposition of their terms in its category relation. Each genus has as generic its immediate superior genus, for which it is species, at the same time that it acts as generic of inferior genus of immediate order. It 1 Porphyry arranges Aristotle's categories as a tree (Arbor porphyriana) (Wildgen, 1994) . In this tree is proposed the substance as a Summun Genus (general term), discerning between corporeal and incorporeal substance. The Corporal Substance is split into sensitive and insensitive. Finally, sensitive substance is subdivided in rational and irrational.
means that a concept might be genus by relation of ideas, and species by its subordination to a general one. (Boden, 1994) .
Thus, general mechanisms of reasoning proceed establishing relations between concepts. This behaviour has been transmitted, in a peculiar way, to the elements that integrate indexing languages:
Terms integrated in the same category. Difference between species. 3 Llull proposal influenced Leibniz and Descartes, fathers of Port-Royal Logic, which therefore agree with Porphyry and Llull considering five predicates instead of four, and including species between universal ideas: genus, species, differences, properties and accidents (Arnaud & Nicole, 1987) . 4 In medieval and ancient times, Poetic and Rhetoric studied conceptual principles of discourse. Poetic focused on syntactic-structural organizations of literary texts while Rhetoric focused on non literary texts (Wildgen, 1994) .
Division or analysis of genus by differences. Scope Notes, for explaining meaning of terms.
Thesauri fundamentals can be even found in the theory of Derrida's Deconstruction, by arguing that a linguistic sign may be repeated.
5 In order to avoid some Nietzsche's contingencies, such as the possibility of saying nothing, or the danger of name misappropriation, Thesauri agree to call univocally every concept by a term, avoiding ambiguity and giving guarantee of concept understanding independently of situations. One step forward was given by Topic Maps, establishing relations between diverse texts acting as Metaindexes.
Documents' Content Representation
Documents, in order to be informative, must be communicated. That is the reason why their ideas must be ordered for readers, to be understood. 6 Hence, the determinant function of macrostructures in texts is distinguished. Dual composition of significant/signification offers a parallelism in texts, because sentences and phrases result from the union of the expressive plane (syntactic) with the content one (semantic, conceptual), to which the relation between author and readers, and both with the message (pragmatic) must be added. None of these elements could be forgotten whenever a semantic analysis is done, even if the only interest was to indentify the contained essential concepts. Among the theoretical contributions in the analysis and representation of contents, coming from linguistics disciplines:
It is relevant the conceptualization built from ancient times by Rhetoric, having continuity in our days through Text Linguistics 7 . It is also important the participation of Language Technologies with syntactic and semantic analyzers in any automatic indexing program. Even Lexicographic intervention is determinant.
Indexing Languages
Indexing languages show nowadays a similar complexity to that of networks and informatics systems through which the information to be represented flows. Thus, its comprehension must be taken from conceptual basis coming from diverse fields like Formal Logic, Statistics, Rhetoric, Linguistics, Semiotics or Lexicography.
What was common until some decades ago is still valid. Nevertheless, indexing languages must be currently translated to the digital context. In figure 1 these languages are shown. Zeng (2005) 
Main Concepts and Their Macrostructural Organization
The varied structures and meaning elements integrating documents need a global meaning for order and enclosure. Words and sentences are basic components of texts which integrate into other elements of higher category. The semantic levels organize each text in essential parts for its understanding, depending on macrostructures.
Macrostructures represent information contained in part of a discourse (partial macrostructures) or the whole discourse (global or general macrostructure). It is the deepest meaning structure, representing the general content of texts (theme and subject) and linking with the rest of the semantic elements: Without a general macrostructure, the coherence of the text would be superficial and lineal (Dijk, 1980) . A deconstructive position is adopted to analyse the documents, counter to authors writing. Necessarily, the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic role played by the superconcept has to be recognised from the very beginning. This superconcept, named macrostructure (Mg), represents the meaning of essential concepts. Then, relevant information could gradually be identified, since the main semantic aspects of the core idea must be expanded to partial and secondary macrostructures.
Partial macrostructures represent concepts only important in some parts of the text; thus, they are considered as submacrostructure or secondary macrostructure (sM). Depending on the sM, another macrostructure even more partial (pm) coincide with text fragments of minor rank. Finally, there are microstructures (mi), with superficial meaning because of local links in a phrase or sentence. They have a low significance level to understand the content.
Partial macrostructures arrange document components and facilitate the access to contents. These macrostructures are essential to analyze and understand discourse, because of linking subsets of meaning for each discourse division. Since they are intermediate level structures, they play the role of secondary macrostructures, reaching in a descending path to the partial or modular macrostructures (pm). This sequence of composed structures has been formalized, as shown in the common convention of chapters and paragraphs in books, or movie sequences.
Thus, every document model has adopted a specific archetypical device. Not only a global semantic structure is presented, it also generates a global schema within its text development, known as superstructure, in charge of: Its place in the analysis of contents arises from the fact that many documents follow a specific schema with functions to accomplish, which is a consequence of the fact that the superstructure serves as auxiliary for creating a document and then for consulting it. The superstructure represents the course followed by the content in its progress from the general macrostructure to each of the microstructures, which may be schematized in a series of categories hierarchically ordered. It also allows signaling which parts of the document contain the universal information that can be represented.
Each text model is organized in an elemental superstructure, which is transformed depending on its specific global macrostructure.
8 This is the reason why text schemata are similar for any juridical norm, commercial letter, TV news, administrative or scientific documents. Discourses have also microstructures, whose limited semantic relevance only unifies a sentence. In this case, expression is concreted by superficial structures of low importance for library science experts because of the partial message being 8 Drop (1987) defines it as a schema (although not conventional) of a succession of (macro-) "verbal" acts, in order to find a "thread" for the text. Scientific documents follow a canonical division in its organization: Parts, Chapters, Sections and Paragraphs. The archetypical presentation of empiric researches is shown as: Problem hypothesis, research method, results and discussion, conclusions or recommendations. (Bernárdez, 1995); Trujillo, 2002). contained.
9 At the moment of building a text, authors proceed combining discrete microstructure units. Also readers might recognize the content of the texts by following microstructures, but very unusually they explain the substance of the text as in the case of being located in the introduction, other main paragraphs of a work, or in moral of stories.
The macrostructural levels of a text are considered when deepness is analysed. Deepness influences the type of results in the content analysis:
In the abstract, informative and indicative models are distinguished for representing more or less partial macrostructures. In the combinatory index, more or less terms will be used, if global or also partial structure is represented.
In specific domains, indexing every concept in a document might not be useful for users, since query needs could be deceived, due to the fact that paying attention to microstructures entail non relevant concept representation. They do represent neither the global meaning of a text (general macrostructure) nor of its parts (partial macrostructures). Microstructures could have low relevance for retrieval, although full text indexing has great popularity among internet users. Internet search engines need this short of indexing due to the fact that:
The Web has a heterogeneous nature, and the users have different motivations to search. Therefore, a quite specific search performs better improving recall ratio than precision ratio. Search engines decrease the weight of microstructures, by means of heuristic rules and word frequencies (i.e. a single occurrence of a word in the last paragraph of a document has less importance than a word that appears fifty times in the beginning of the text).
9
Superficial structures support the linguistic framework within the limits of a sentence, formed result of rhetoric elocutio: they enable the linear concatenation of sentences in macrostructures (Albadalejo, 1989 ).
An example might clarify this issue: if a user searches the frequency of a term "t of student" in biomedical literature, he/she will have to search for the term independently of the role it has in the document. What makes the term more relevant is the change in the purposes of the user with respect to the document. In the hospital documentation centre, the macrostructure of documents becomes typical for medical domain. Dewey (1979) , which marked the path to be followed by classification systems, precoordinated and hierarchical structures; and the Rules for a dictionary catalogue by Charles A. Cutter (1962) (Bacon, 1980) , going through intermediate levels suggested in the century XIX, and finally arriving to specific levels (Cutter, 1972) .
The classification has continuity in La Fontaine and Otlet, in a positivist point of view.
11 One of their main tasks was the launching of the International Institute of Bibliography aiming to develop the Universal Bibliographic Repertory (RBU), whose development required the use of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), since, without it, international cooperation was not possible (Levie, 2006) . The UDC -adaptation of classification conceived by Dewey-related concepts of the repertory by means of hierarchy, similarity or difference (association). Thus, as well as taxonomy, association was considered, which besides has been a constant technique in Library Science, as it was previously mentioned concerning the indexing of books.
The UDC was a way to organize information for later effective recovery. Its content organization achieved the knowledge management demanded by society. Nevertheless its classification system -as it happens with nomenclatures-became restrictive for desired user operations.
The work of information organization for retrieval does not achieve its objectives if it is limited to the use of references -characteristic of classical lexicography-, as it happens with universes:
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In Science Classification, Comte postulated that sciences present complex and interdependent relationships (Ducasee, 1950 Hence, terms achieve a double function in knowledge transmission (Cabré, 1999) : the denominative function, and the conceptual one, although with different levels and modes, and in diverse situations.
The definition of concept in traditional terminology is accepted as restrictive. For that reason, the social cognitive conceptualization has been searching for a real description of the meaning of terms as they appear in texts. This fact breaks the centralized vision intended by standards (Temmermman, 1999) , because the content has passed to be limited by the context, where the term is inserted. A concept is neither universal, nor immutable. Furthermore, it is elaborated by the knowledge of the world, and by linguisticsemantic understanding, which enables exact sense representations among the concepts of a text (Moreiro, 1993 He stressed the importance of communication and availability of information for generating new knowledge, considering the procedures and instruments that could be useful for knowledge control and organization. Bush understood that sequential structure of documents -reflection of sequential oral discourse-caused that the alphabetical or numerical taxonomies, arranging concepts in class-subclass, were not suitable for an adequate processing of high amounts of information, since "the human brain does not work in this way, but it works by associations" (Bush, 1945) .
The main problem, according to Bush, was the inadequate manner for storing and classifying information. Hence he imagined a more effective system for processing, the MEMEX:
Anticipating the importance of retrieval by logic combinations of document subjects. Overcoming taxonomic structure. Preserving associations between concepts, therefore, imitating the mode people think in order to achieve "association indexing" (Bush, 1987) . Beyond information storing, grouping and linking documents in hypertexts, as an alternative to knowledge linear retrieval.
Users could follow multiple trajectories, as a new text reality (hypertext), and also as a new way of reading and writing
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. The proposal of MEMEX introduced more flexibility. It is evident that traditional categories of Library Science are not sufficient for content treatment of documents, because universal classification does not help much to the effective flow of contents. Bush Bush initiated the use of associative indexes and predicted the use of databases, hypertext and hypermedia (Roberts, 1976; Buckland, 1992) .
Other foundations are rooted at the development of personal computers and documental techniques fostering databases development and the usage of coordinate languages. Thus a relation between Lexicography and Indexing languages was established by the proposal of norms ISO 704-2000 and ISO 1087/1-2000. These classic standards have contributed to the development of methodologies for indexing languages. Among these, thesaurus has become a reference, since it represents the concepts of a specialised domain in a normalised way, using univocal terms, which are structured following logic-semantic principles:
12 Some theorists as Landow (1995) have lead this trend to the extreme of disappearing authorship and traditional texts, which is replaced by the absolute success of readers.
Each descriptor is situated in a sensegiving context, by relations between terms. The set of expressions, fixing a specific concept, are exhibited. The conceptual proximity between terms and descriptors is shown.
Indexing languages lack of popularity is due to the absence of the desired double articulation, towards users and back from users; thus losing connexion to reality (Gonzalo & Yebra, García, 2004) . This explains why -as shown in Figure 2 -the higher the complexity of the language is, the lower the proximity and usability from a user point of view. (Morato et al., 2008) . Undoubtedly, lightly formalized Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS) (Light weight ontologies) improve the usability, management and understanding on behalf of the user, which is obvious if we observe the Web 2.0 tags popularity (also called folksonomies) (Gruber, 1993) for describing multimedia resources of the Invisible Web. The Web 2.0 was developed as a natural evolution of the Web 1.0. Social Web, or Web 2.0, is a more usable Web employing a minimum complex indexing language (see Figure 3 ). 'Reilly, 2005) offers the possibility of achieving everything at the same time. The advantages offered are quite clear in the user interaction, because it is greater than before; as shown by some social networks like: Orkut, LinkedIn and Multiply, platforms like Windows "live", and Google, RSS, blogs, photofloods, folksonomies, P2P platforms, and so on. But Web 2.0 is also a space for free applications: Free software (Moreiro, 2006) and free files offering applications and open documents (Tramullas, 2005; Stallman, 2004) . So it could be stated that a definite profile of Web 2.0 is its participative character, a free space for collaboration and communication with a different response for indexing languages, higher association richness, better adapted to change by means of a higher proximity to user modes and needs.
Although from a user perspective the Web 2.0 is more intuitive, its evolution should integrate semantic applications through more powerful and more formalized indexing languages (for example, ontologies based on XML
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). These applications constitute the Semantic Web.
The convergence of both ideals, Semantic Web and Web 2.0, opens up three possible trends of the Web (Figure 3 ). The Evolution of Web 2.0 to Semantic Web; the Convergence, with or without W3C intervention for a hybrid Web; or the Coexistence, where Web 2.0 is centred in the description and sharing of low value resources, and Semantic Web is specialized in critical resources. Internet is composed by natural language documents from heterogeneous fields. The indexing languages will accomplish its 13 Examples of Thesauri in XML are Topic Maps or Light Ontologies. Unfortunately, XML represents only syntax and it does not show a formal model for representing knowledge. This lack is overcome, however, by RDF language. communicative, interpretative and retrieval functions, just assigning content metadata by clarifying links. Internet shows linguistic problems because of its ambiguity. This is why terminology is still a reference whenever words are located in contexts with different possible interpretations.
The main relation between Indexing Languages and Lexicography is originated by ISO 704-2000 and ISO 1087/1-2000 standards, due to its contribution for building indexing language methodologies. These standards grant a more complete ending than ISO 2788 for thesaurus construction (ISO 2788; ISO 50-106-90) due to:
A clearer comprehension of Concepts. Exhibited relations between concepts. Facilities to know the configuration of conceptual systems.
New norms, like ISO standard for Topic Maps, merge the use of indexing languages (ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC34. 2004) with digital media, opening issues which were previously strictly regulated.
Information representation in current indexing languages
The name of Conceptual Thesaurus is founded on the notion of matter (in its conceptual sense) as substance of texts. It gathers terms and concepts by their similarity of sense within user context, and it is characterized by the richness of its associative relations (Maniez, 1993) . Besides, it can be understood as a semantic network of concepts in which every node contains a unique semantic concept that may have various associated descriptors, which can also be identified in the network of related descriptors by means of the typical relation of thesauri:
preferential, hierarchical or associative. With respect to traditional thesauri, they present the following new features:
All non-empty words available in database are listed; Colloquial terms, even variations, and known truncated terms are taken into account. Defining notes dissipate possible use, doubts are included The equivalency of available terms is reasoned The associative relations are included, even with non descriptors Examples of how these thesauri had evolved are MeSH and WordNet (Morato, Llorens & Marzal, 2004) .
In its operation, the conceptual thesauri take advantage of the design of ontologies, which allow distinguishing synonyms, suppressing the homonyms and inducting associative relations between descriptors. Ontology for a knowledge base should embrace different types of documents, conceptual descriptions, relation among documents (quotes), and links to different scientific problems, as well as index, bibliographic descriptions, thesauri, sorting codes and terminological information. Its application must include a complete domain vision of the structure and terminology, which should facilitate relevant retrievals.
The communicative demands of the multimedia hypertexts has forced thesauri to be opened to new relations, higher in number and improving its representation, accuracy and efficiency. We may assert that the Internet and its hypertext linking offer of documents compelled to distinguish representation from documental contents, evolving from finding solutions firstly in digital thesauri to verbal and expanded thesauri, improving its expression through XML (as in topic Maps) or improving its visualizations using technologies like Flash.
Another proposal for improving thesaurus is the inclusion of verbs complementing static traditional thesaurus of substantives. This thesaurus is called verb thesaurus (Moreiro, 2000) . This task might be facilitated by merging the thesaurus of substantives with verb classifications from the linguistic field (Levin, 1993) . The use of verbal descriptors gain multiple advantages as the possibility for indexing audiovisuals by gerunds, identification of verbal functional associations more adaptable for specific domains, the possibility of showing existing relations between concepts using natural language facilities (verbal categories as relations that can be faceted), and conceptual disambiguation.
The trend toward increasing relations is common to similar technologies in diverse fields like Software Engineering, e.g. UML. This richer concern in relations may be exemplified by: aggregation relationship, in which the disappearing of the whole does not entail the disappearing of its parts; composition relationships, in which the parts disappear when the whole does; multiplicity information (i.e., how many objects may interact within the same relationship); relationship direction; or relationship typification.
The approach of verbal integration comes from pedagogy, where relations built by the use of verbs are called conceptual maps (concept maps). It could be considered as a precursor for WordNet lexical database, an interdisciplinary semantic network in English for conceptual disambiguation, using verbs (Moldovan, 2001 ) and offering equivalence and hierarchy relations between different grammatical categories (Green, 1995) .
The automatic construction of thesauri by means of the nearest occurrence of nouns in verbal structures follows a process starting with the analysis of relevant documents for vocabulary extraction (glossary, dictionaries, etc) . Afterwards, it is depurated by hand extracting descriptors, which are used for indexing documents (handbooks, standards, and so on). In this stage phrases are stored if one or more descriptors of the thesauri appear in their nominal Subject Syntagma; and one or more descriptors in their Verbal Syntagma. Then, dynamic concepts are grouped, classified and related. Finally, the result obtained is reviewed by hand.
An innovative case in the information representation field arises from Conceptual Maps for Navigation through semantic nets. Its study originated a need for building indexes for subjects. The semantic networks are a common method for representing knowledge in Artificial Intelligence field, where the achievement of communication between people and computers is searched. Conceptual maps offer relationship networks richer than thesauri. Their support to navigation is more natural due to its node-linknode structure. The use of these maps eases the development of mechanisms for representing and retrieving, because relations between concepts are chosen following needs and user expectative. It is a technique for representing knowledge in cognitive graphics, which gave rise to the well-known standard "Topic Maps": a document or a set of documents SGML or XML interrelated in a multidimensional space where each node is a topic. 14 A topic is a term that represents a concept or idea, whose characteristics are: names, occurrences, role associations (Moreiro, Sanchez-Cuadrado & Morato, 2006) . The relations are tagged as verbs in structure: Topic-verb-topic, thus an association is a verbal link between two or more topics, enriching the net of relationships. A topic must have a basename, as a necessary element representing the common way to mention the topic; it may also contain alternative names, as display names (shown to final users), sort name (alphabetical order if a list is required).
Topic Maps present undoubtedly advantages, as the optimization of conceptual maps or the merging of vocabularies hierarchical or not. Moreover, it is an intuitive ISO standard for creation and interpretation. Together with RDF/OWL and UML, it is one of the most extended languages in the Semantic Web, suited for the development of sites and the extension of searches. On the contrary, it has the disadvantages of lacking inference, rules, axioms, or flexibility to become adapted in different contexts.
Ontology is a shared conceptualization, explicit and formal for a domain (Gruber, 1993) ; it is composed by terms and relations in a domain, with combinatory rules, as well as terms and relations for extending the vocabulary (Neches et al., 1991 phenomena with relevant concepts), explicit (concepts, types and restrictions are defined explicitly); formal (legible by a machine); and shared (with agreed knowledge accepted by a community) (Studer, Benjamins & Fensel, 1998 Morato, Palacios, Llorens & Moreiro, 2007) .
The required degree of semantic representation and its objective determines the models and languages to use whenever a knowledge system is built, taking into account those within the ontology spectrum.
The ontology, as system of knowledge organization, tries to represent generic and specific information exhaustively. Ontologies can be configured following various knowledge modelling techniques and can be built trough different formal languages. In many cases the languages for models of knowledge representation entail a complete paradigm and a support language.
Final considerations
An indexing language does not only synthesize relevant information, at the same time it works as a conceptual device for domain organization. Therefore, it can work as an axis of cooperation -communication engine-and of ability -engine for knowledge and information production-. It is considered that indexing languages grant the improvement, selection, processing and assimilation of available information.
The "new" thesauri improve, in many ways, the association of terms: hierarchical, associative, formal, conceptual, referential, explanative, and so on; and enable many different forms of representing concepts, from a strict sequential point of view to a combination of sequential relationships; several kinds of taxonomical or associative representations (Rodriguez Bravo, 2002) . They even widely overcome the constraint to represent concepts just with substantives.
In Information Systems, the descriptor, considered as a unit of information in the indexing languages, is the axis around which indexing and content retrieval spins within knowledge organization of a specialized domain.
Indexing languages represent the key for information management systems in order to reduce the ambiguity of natural language. The objective identification of the main elements of a text is an outcome of valid historical traditions and the use of a diversity of digital environments for dissimilar types of documental recovery. In the Web, controlled languages must coexist with indexing and free-searching systems.
